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EDITOR’S NOTE

HEAD
THE NEW ZEALAND

SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NZ INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

There’s something heartening about
starting the new year with a plethora of
writers awards. It’s a reminder, if we
needed one, of the highly talented people
in our literary world. The latest round of
awards recognises both new and established authors.
Of course, literary giants all have to start somewhere, and
these days it might well be a self-published effort, as Lani
Wendt Young has shown. I was reminded during the Rotorua
Noir weekend that the biggest-selling book in the 19th
century – The Mystery of a Hansom Cab by Fergus Hume –
was self-published. Financed from mining shares, it sold
100,000 copies in Australia alone before reaching the
international markets.
In the November issue of NZ Author, we spoke to several indie
authors who are experiencing varying levels of success, and
for this issue, we spoke to publishing consultants to learn
about the possibilities available in producing independent
books. These are professionals working in a dynamic field. The
main message that comes through is that a self-published
work can be as good as anything published by a
mainstream publisher.
As Christine Borra of YourBooks says, “It is simply the best
time ever to be an author.”
The other side of publishing – reading – is another theme that
played out in 2018, in large part due to the Book Council’s
survey into the reading habits of New Zealanders. One of the
findings was that reading for pleasure is declining among male
readers. So we asked two very different male authors for their
take on reading.
The reading survey is also, in my mind, an excellent reminder of
the intended result of our publishing efforts. I can’t think of
anything better than somebody reading a book of mine, taking
a copy out of the library, or even purchasing a copy.
All too often, in the struggle to find writing time and to bring one’s
work to the marketplace, it can be easy to forget about
one’s audience.
Of all the potential audiences for books, that of young people
is perhaps the most important, and Susan Battye looks into
whether New Zealand books are being used in the
school curriculum.
How many NZSA writers, I wonder, know of their work being
read at NCEA level? Send us an email and let us know. Schools
should be promoting and supporting New Zealand literature.
Young people are the future, and we want them reading their
own stories. n
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• Ask 3 specific
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submission
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HEADREPORT
PRESIDENT’S

Diminishing returns
—————— SIOBHAN HARVEY ——————
As the conclusion of my term as President
of the New Zealand Society of Authors
(NZSA) draws to its two year conclusion,
I’m drawn to reflect on the diminution of
things. I note, for instance, that in the latter
part of 2018, Copyright Licensing New
Zealand (CLNZ) undertook its latest
biennial survey into the incomes of local
authors. As a key stakeholder in CLNZ,
NZSA endorses the organisation’s
necessary and important review. Its results
will be published in a few months’ time.
Sadly, all the indications are that these will
not make comfortable reading for New
Zealand writers and the arts sector which
supports us.
In its 2016 review, CLNZ discovered that
two-thirds of those polled had seen their
earnings decrease or remain static
vis-à-vis the previous financial year, while
less than a quarter of writers’ salaries
resulted from books sold.

“

As ever, there remains an
exceedingly slim elite whose
book sales are their only
sources of income.

”

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

More recently, in January 2019 this trend
was validated on a global scale by the US
Authors Guild. It noted a sharp decline in
American authors’ incomes, down 42 per
cent since 2009. While The Writers' Union
of Canada announced a 98 per cent fall in
their members’ salaries since 1998.
I recall my first UK publications in 1990.
Back then, publication of a short story in
one of the better journals elicited
recompense of over 200 pounds, a poem
over 100. The former paid a month’s rent;
the latter a fortnight’s food bills. Wins in
literary competitions were windfalls, while
publications of articles and reviews in
newspapers
and
magazines
paid
handsomely.
Times have changed, and of course,
today’s grim picture isn’t universal. As
ever, there remains an exceedingly slim
elite whose book sales are their only
sources of income.
For the rest of us, that immense collective
of authors, we must continue to join forces
with NZSA, CLNZ and other like-minded
literary bodies in exposing the current
meagre remuneration we receive, while
also continuing the fight to raise the
stipends offered for publication of our
works. Only by working in a united way will
our average wage – not to mention other
general working rights – improve. n
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Chief Executive’s Report
—————— JENNY NAGLE ——————

Kia ora koutou.
Welcome to 2019 and what will be for us, a
year of legislation and activism.
We have made a submission to the draft
Copyright (Marrakesh Treaty Implementation)
Amendment Bill and will be presenting an
oral submission to the select committee in
March. Our response to the Issues Paper
surrounding the 2019 Review of the
Copyright Act will be submitted in early
April. This review requires an ongoing and
collective response from the literary arts
sector. We know there are agencies
wanting to increase the Fair Dealing
exceptions that currently protect your right
to earn fair reward from, and own, your
writing. We will be vigorously opposing
any proposed increase to those
exceptions, along with any other moves
that may erode your moral rights.

Lending Right (ELR) scheme in New
Zealand, and we are also looking closely
at the Public Lending Right (PLR). Our
PLR reps Kyle Mewburn and Rae
McGregor are hard at work on that
committee, looking to lower the threshold
of books required to be eligible, include
digital publishing and increase the size of
the author’s fund (which has not been
increased since 2009). This lack of CPI
increase over the last decade has eroded
authors’ incomes and reduced the

For in-depth reviews,
comment, opinion, poetry,
letters and a prize-winning
cryptic crossword.

NZSA joined the chorus of protest with our
US, UK and Australian colleagues in a
challenge to the Internet Archive Open
Library, who are giving away pdfs of titles,
free, without the consent of the copyright
holders. This includes work by New
Zealand writers such as Dame Fiona
Kidman, Witi Ihimaera and Eleanor Catton.

SubScribe today

This year, NZSA will begin a campaign
with Copyright Licensing NZ to advocate
for the establishment of an Educational
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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payment per title in the fund.
The proof for the necessity of action is the
2018 Horizon/CLNZ survey into authors’
incomes which shows the median income
for writers in 2017-8 was $13,000 per
annum. I was heartened to hear Jacinda
Ardern, at the Prime Minister’s Literary
Awards last year, say that sustainable
incomes for writers is a goal for
this government.
In good news, the retail trade reports the
book market is starting to recover and the
last four quarters have shown real growth.
Five new independent bookshops are
opening which again, is heartening. Other
priorities for this year are a change of
premises for National Office and the

preparation of our Creative New Zealand
funding application for the next few years.
Finally, wise words from American writer
Lori Lesko: “The good news about
self-publishing is you get to do everything
yourself.
The
bad
news
about
self-publishing is you get to do everything
yourself.” Also included in this issue is a
reply to a frequently-asked call we get at
National Office: “I’ve written a book, what
do I do now?”
The best advice we can offer is: “Writing is
about you. Publishing is about the book.
Marketing is about the reader.”
Our AGM will be in Dunedin, 15-16 June –
save the date. n

Michael Gifkins Prize
for an Unpublished Novel
The winner will receive a contract for world rights
with Text Publishing and NZ$10,000 advance.
The Michael Gifkins Prize for an Unpublished
Novel is a new opportunity open to writers holding
New Zealand citizenship or who are permanent
residents. Published and unpublished authors
are invited to enter manuscripts of adult fiction.
The manuscript must be unpublished and not on
submission to another publisher.
This award came about thanks to an annual gift
of $5000 from the late Michael Gifkins’ partner,
Ann Hatherly, and his son André Gifkins who wish
to continue Michael’s support for New Zealand
fiction. Michael Heyward of Text Publishing,
an independent Melbourne-based publisher and
close friend of Michael Gifkins, agreed to publish
the winning manuscript. New Zealand Society of
Authors (PEN NZ Inc) will administer the award.

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Governance Report
—————— PHILIPPA WERRY ——————

HAPPY NEW YEAR
We hope you have had a good break with
plenty of time for catching up on reading. My
summer book pile included The Writing Life by
Deborah Shepard and Short Poems of New
Zealand edited by Jenny Bornholdt. Summer
listening included the new NZSA oral podcast
series at authors.org.nz/podcasts/ All are
highly recommended, and I hope you enjoyed
some equally good books and podcasts.
DELEGATES
The current Board delegates are listed under
the About button on the NZSA website or at
the back of NZ Author. Please contact them if
you have any issues you want to discuss.
BOARD MEETING
Our last Board meeting for 2018 was (by
conference call) on 28 October, and our first
meeting for 2019, also by conference call, will
be on 17 February.
CONGRATULATIONS…
To Selina Tusitala Marsh, Rosemary
Wildblood, Dr Paula Morris, Edmund Bohan,
Karlo Mila, George Bryant and Carole Beu, all
of whom received New Year’s Honours for
services to literature. It’s a great boost to see
other writers recognised in this way and we
would encourage each branch to think about
nominating some of their members for an
Honour. It’s a straightforward process, as set
out here: dpmc.govt.nz/our-programmes/
new-zealand-royal-honours/make-nomination
Congratulations also to the recipients of our
Waitangi Day Awards, Lani Wendt Young and
Liam McIlvanney. This award, first given out in
2014, is described by past-president Kyle
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Mewburn as “the only literary award bestowed
by peers”, which makes it a very special and
highly regarded honour. Anna Smaill said in
2016 that “It’s a real honour to be recognised
in this way by the NZSA” and Selina Tusitala
Marsh said in 2017, “Fa’afetai tele lava for this
lovely acknowledgment.” You can also read
Ashleigh Young’s lovely response from
2018 here: authors.org.nz/nzsa-waitangi-dayhonours-announced. Past recipients are listed
on the NZSA website under the About button.
COPYRIGHT ISSUES PAPER
The Issues Paper on the Review of the
Copyright Act was released by the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE)
in late November (see www.mbie.govt.nz/
have-your-say/review-of-the-copyright-act1994-issues-paper/). If you haven’t looked at
it yet, I would really encourage you to do so. It
is written in a clear, accessible, engaging way
and MBIE has done an excellent job of setting
out the issues and asking for feedback on
specific points.
PUBLIC LENDING RIGHT
A reminder for authors with books held in
libraries to register with the PLR scheme
(whether or not you have any new books) by 1
March 2019.
THE YEAR AHEAD
This year’s National AGM will be held in
Dunedin over the weekend of 15-16 June
2019. Thanks in advance to the members of
Otago/Southland branch for hosting us, and
best wishes to all our members for a productive
and enjoyable year of writing ahead. n
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Dr Selina Tusitala Marsh Rosemary Wildblood

Dr Paula Morris

Carole Beu

New Year Honours
Congratulations to those writers and industry leaders
celebrated in the New Year Honours list.
n

F

or services to poetry, literature and the Pacific community, DR SELINA
TUSITALA MARSH, poet laureate, who has her poetry published in more than

70 anthologies, academic books, literary and scholarly journals, and literary
websites. Her first collection, Fast Talking PI, was named Best First Book at the 2010
New Zealand Book Awards. Since 2005 Marsh has been involved with more than
140 poetic performances nationally and internationally, and has led more than
110 workshops for community and professional organisations. Through the Book
Council’s Writers in Schools Project, Marsh brings poetry to low decile schools.
Past NZSA president ROSEMARY WILDBLOOD has been honoured for services to
literature. She was involved with Creative New Zealand from 1994 to 2006, where she
established the Berlin Writer’s Residency and negotiated the Artists to Antarctica
Programme with Antarctica New Zealand. Poet and novelist, Wildblood, among other
roles, has been the National Council’s Wellington regional representative and was
Chair of the Wellington Writers Walk from 2006 to 2018.
DR PAULA MORRIS, author and academic, has been honoured for services to literature.
An award-winning novelist, Morris has convened the Master of Creative Writing
programme at University of Auckland, where she is now Associate Professor, since
2015. She is active in school and community teaching initiatives in West and South
Auckland, and is the founder of the Academy of New Zealand Literature, an initiative
that promotes contemporary New Zealand writing internationally. Morris has held a
number of international writing residencies and is the 2019 Katherine Mansfield
Menton Fellow.

For services to the literary industry, CAROLE BEU is recognised for her support of
New Zealand literature through voluntary activities and her Auckland bookshop, The
Women’s Bookshop, which she opened in 1989. Beu promotes authors, publishers
and women’s affairs through her annual event, the ‘Ladies Litera-tea’ that features
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Edmund Bohan

Dr Karlo Mila

George Bryant

New Zealand women writers with newly published books. She supports authors from
the LGBTQI+ community and was involved in running the Listener Women’s Book
Festival throughout the 1990s. She was one of the founders of the Auckland Writers
Festival, and was a Board member of the Festival Trust until 2017.
Author and historian EDMUND BOHAN has been recognised for services to music,
historical research and literature. He established his career as a singer in the United
Kingdom between 1964 and 1987 and developed an extensive repertoire of more than
170 choral, orchestral, and operatic works before returning to New Zealand. Bohan
has sung regularly with the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and has performed
without charge at various community and charity events. He was a member of the
Artistic Panel of Canterbury Opera and has been influential in the career development
of other high-profile New Zealand opera singers. He has authored biographies,
histories and historical fiction and has published 18 books, including the biographies
Edward Stafford, New Zealand’s First Statesman (1994) and To Be a Hero: a biography of
Sir George Grey (1998), which were both finalists in the Montana Book Awards.
For services to the Pacific community and as a poet, DR KARLO MILA is an
award-winning poet who has also had an academic research career spanning more
than 20 years, working within a range of public and international organisations. She
has been a member of numerous advisory groups and involved with community
organisations such as the PACIFICA women’s organisation and the Tongan Advisory
Council. As a poet she has contributed to a number of anthologies. Mila is currently
Programme Director of the Mana Moana Experience, a leadership programme for
mid-career Pacific leaders at Leadership New Zealand based on her postdoctoral
research on Pacific language, culture, values, and indigenous knowledge.
GEORGE BRYANT receives a Queen's Service Medal for services to publishing and the

community. The Christian publishing pioneer has lived in Welcome Bay, Tauranga,
for 19 years and is best known locally for his work as a pastor, JP and the prolific
author of some 40-plus non-fiction titles. Bryant spent 33 years in education including
15 as principal of Whangarei Girls' High School. He was also a two-term councillor
on the Whangarei City Council, president of the New Zealand Social Credit Party,
founder of a not-for-profit Christian publishing company and held leadership roles
with Rotary, World Vision and Birthright New Zealand. Bryant said his work had
always been "on the fringes", challenging the mainstream thinking of the day. "I have
always believed you can change society with the written word. n
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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New Zealand Society of Authors

Waitangi Day Honours
Two writers making waves on the international scene have been awarded
Waitangi Day Literary Honours by the New Zealand Society of Authors. This
year’s recipients are Lani Wendt Young and Liam McIlvanney.
n

L

ANI WENDT YOUNG is a Samoan/
Maori author, columnist and author of
ten books including the international
bestselling Young Adult ‘Telesa’ series, and
Pacific Tsunami Galu Afi which tells the story
of the earthquake and tsunami that devastated
the islands of Samoa, American Samoa and
Northern Tonga in 2009.
She was the 2018 recipient of the Douglas
Gabb Australia-Pacific Journalism internship
and in 2017 her reporting on climate change
issues in the Pacific won her a coveted
fellowship award covering the UN Climate
Conference in Bonn, Germany. In 2012 she
won the USP Press Prize with her collection of
short fiction, Afakasi Woman.
In 2018, she was named the ACP Pacific Laureate, honoured for her “creativity,
courage and entrepreneurship”. The ACP acknowledged her fiction writing, utilising
digital publishing to take Samoan stories to a global audience, and also her journalism.
Young’s writing on child sexual abuse and domestic violence in Pasifika communities
has generated dialogue in many forums worldwide. Her latest novel, Ocean’s Kiss, was
published in September 2018.
Young says, “I am humbled to receive this recognition and express my thanks to the
New Zealand Society of Authors, fa’afetai tele lava. As a brown woman who writes –
oftentimes from the margins and smashing gates as I do so – I have seen the
transformative power wrought by stories written by us, about us, and for us, as our
communities the world over revel in books they can see themselves in, that they can
embrace as their own. This literary honour is testament of that power, and emphasises
the ever-present need for more of us – to write, publish, and have the support we need
to take our stories to an international audience. My hope for all of us, is that we will
have the fortitude to write though storms and fire, without approval or Likes, and
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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stride like Nafanua the war goddess, with courage through every battleground. May
we speak our truth, even when our voices shake. May we find joy in every dream we
dream and every story we tell – as we rewrite the world.”
LIAM MCILVANNEY is the inaugural

Stuart Professor of Scottish Studies and
Director of the Centre for Irish and
Scottish Studies at the University of Otago.
He has written for numerous publications,
including the Times Literary Supplement,
London Review of Books and The Guardian.
His debut, Burns the Radical, won the
Saltire First Book Award in 2002. His
second novel, Where the Dead Men Go, won
the 2014 Ngaio Marsh Award for Best New
Zealand Crime Novel. His most recent
novel, The Quaker, won the 2018
McIlvanney Prize for Scottish Crime Book
of the Year. He is a patron of the Imprint
Book Festival in his native East Ayrshire,
an honorary member of the Irvine Burns
Club, and an Honorary Fellow in the
Centre for Robert Burns Studies at the University of Glasgow.
The Scottish-born crime writer became a New Zealand citizen in early 2019 and
lives in Dunedin with his wife and four sons.
When notified of the honour, McIlvanney responded, “I am stunned and delighted
to receive this honour from the New Zealand Society of Authors. It testifies to the
ongoing vitality of the crime fiction produced in this country and, on a personal level,
it’s a very special moment for this transplanted Scot. I am due to become a New
Zealand citizen at a ceremony in Dunedin on 19 February, and to receive this literary
honour in the same month is deeply moving. Thank you.”
Siobhan Harvey, NZSA President, comments that “The selection of Lani
Wendt-Young and Liam McIlvanney as recipients of the 2019 NZSA Waitangi Day
Honours is exciting. Both are very accomplished authors. Lani is an inspiring author,
journalist, editor and publisher; Liam is a well-respected academic and a crime writer
with a growing international reputation.
“In person and product, both recipients represent different but complimentary
examples of contemporary literature in Aotearoa. The awarding of the Waitangi Day
Honours this year continues our organisation’s commitment to excellence, equality
and recognising diversity, as evidenced by the range of previous recipients such as
Ashleigh Young and Selina Tusitala Marsh. The Waitangi Day Honours are the only
New Zealand literary awards bestowed by peers, hence the recognition of excellence
and achievement is particularly significant.” n
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Grimshaw Sargeson

Fellowship

The 2019 Grimshaw Sargeson Fellowship will help a playwright challenge
Asian stereotypes and a poet press against the silence and stigma connected
to New Zealand’s history of forced adoptions.
n

C

HLOE HONUM, an Auckland
poet currently living and
working in Texas, will use her
fellowship to write a collection of poems,
The Girl Alone, based around the practice
of forced adoption in New Zealand from
the 1950s to the 1980s.
Asked about her inspiration to
research, interview subjects and write
about
forced
adoption,
Honum
comments, “I began writing about the
state-sanctioned practice of forced
adoption because I believe it should not
be erased or diminished as a part of New
Zealand history. The kind of research I
am doing is not typical to my writing
process. For these poems, however, I
want to be grounded in history and to
learn from people whose lives were
directly affected by the practice. I believe
in the power of art and literature as a
means of listening and response, and as
a means of pressing against silence
and diminishment.
“I am also drawn to this subject as a
woman who grew up in New Zealand,
where my mother and both of my
grandmothers also grew up. My mother
was born in 1950. She died from suicide
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

when I was seventeen, which I wrote
about in my first book. That is a different
subject, but one that is related to the
systems of power that she grew up in
and that I wish to explore – and honour
the realities of – in writing these poems.”
Honum’s research will include visiting
the former sites of homes for unmarried
mothers and speaking with people
whose lives were directly affected by the
practice of forced adoption. She hopes to
weave the voices and experiences of the
people she interviews into her poems.
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CHYE-LING HUANG, a Chinese-Pakeha

director, writer, actress and co-founder
of the Proudly Asian Theatre Company,
will use her fellowship as an opportunity
to work on two plays. She aims to
complete the final draft of her play Black
Tree Bridge.
“Black Tree Bridge was a play that was
conceptualised and developed through
Silo
Theatre’s
‘Working
Titles’
programme in 2015,” says Huang. “I had
created a world of magic realism based
around family myths from my Malaysian
Chinese side; Black Tree Bridge was a
splinter story that arose from the intense
workshop week. The story merges an
ancient Chinese fable about a poet who

commits suicide with the death
of a young artist in modern-day
Auckland and explores themes
of
contemporary
Chinese
identity
and
modern-day
myth-making.”
Huang’s other project is to
start the first draft of a new play
titled The New Temple, which will
be based on queer Asian
experiences.
“The New Temple features a cast
of queer Asian females, set in
contemporary Auckland. With this
work I’m interested in queer women and
non-binary experiences from an Asian
NZ lens. Queer Chinese lineage and
gender bending Asian role models from
mythology are on my radar for this
piece, Malaysia in the 60s and 70s and
sexual revolutions are also inspirations.
I intend to use the fellowship to blow the
story wide open. That’s the beauty of
this opportunity – I’ll have the freedom
to go anywhere with it but the deadline
to get it done.” n
The recipients share an annual stipend of
$20,000 and a four-month tenure each at the
Sargeson Centre in Auckland.
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SIMPLY THE

Best Time Ever
Following on from our feature about indie publishing in the November
2018 issue of NZ Author, we talk to three publishing
consultants to get their side of the story.

W

ith the rise
and rise of
independent
or
self-publishing in New
Zealand, many companies and
individuals have consolidated their
role in the marketplace to cater for
the hunger of getting one’s book
published.
Sophia Egan-Reid of Mary Egan
Publishing describes their company
as hybrid publishers.
“We offer our clients the exact
same services they would get from a
trade publisher, and they end up with a
book produced to the same standard, if
not higher, than anything published by
the trade. We see the only difference
between us, and the likes of PenguinRandom, is that it’s the author taking the
risk – but also reaping the reward, if the
book does well.”
Egan-Reid highlights one publication,
Tu Meke Tui, which has sold 13,000
copies, making $6-$10 profit per book
for the author. Tu Meke Tui has been
published as a hardback, paperback,
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

n

and in te reo Māori, and won the Wright
Family Foundation Te Kura Pounamu
Award for the best book in te reo Māori
at the 2018 Children’s Book Awards.
“I like to think we are giving the
industry a much-needed shake-up, and
giving people the chance to publish
books that otherwise wouldn’t be picked
up by trade publishers. Self-publishing,
in our minds, is about authors producing
and publishing a book themselves.”
Egan-Reid admits they have always
had a steady stream of enquiries and
work since starting the business around
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ten years ago. “We’ve never had to
authors and their books. Ensuring our
books are up to the highest standard
market, it’s all word of mouth,” she adds,
benefits both our authors, and us.
and in recent months enquiries have
“Personally, this ‘job’ is everything to
gone through the roof.
me. I give everything to my authors and
The company is publishing between
find it an intense, emotional, and
30-40 books a year, with 15-20 of these
fulfilling experience, so I really only want
going through their distributor, while
to work with nice people otherwise my
the rest are sold privately by the authors.
whole world can spin out. So, we are firm
For a book to go through the distributor,
about the authors we take on too –
the company must complete the copy
niceness goes a long way from the get go.”
edit, proofread, design and print
Sophia Egan-Reid was named Young
themselves, to ensure the book is up to a
Publisher of the Year at the 2018 Book
commercial standard.
Trade Industry Awards.
“If we don’t complete these steps, we
don’t put the title out under
ince late-2007 Quentin
our imprint.”
Wilson has been acting
Egan-Reid now directs all
as a freelance book
writers towards a manuscript
designer, book producer,
assessment before they will
and
book-publishing
take on a project. “Most of the
consultant, assisting selfenquiries are for fiction,” she
publishing
authors
in
says, “which is hard, we love
publishing and promoting
fiction but we find it so hard
and distributing their work
to sell. So, we’re really picky
under their own imprints.
about what fiction we take on
In that time Wilson has
– who the author is, what
worked on a huge range
I will not
networks they have, and most
of books including: “Titles
importantly, how good the undertake a book that have been written by
manuscript is.”
where the author new writers, some by wellThey also receive about will not agree to published writers either
ten children’s book enquiries
its being edited feeling the bite of the major
a week, as well as memoirs
by a professional publishers’ policies, or
for friends and family, and
deciding for themselves that
book editor and, they want the chance of a
poetry books.
... proofed by
“For us, the only thing
higher return for their work,
a professional
that has really changed in
or more control over the way
ten years is that we’re a lot
it is published.”
proofreader.
pickier about what we take
Wilson admits to having
on, and who we work with,”
no website. “I don’t have the
comments Egan-Reid. “We
time to build one, but the
have to be, it’s an overcrowded market,
books keep coming, largely from
long-standing existing clients or by
and we want to do the best by our

S

“
”
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word-of-mouth. I mention this only
because from my desk, the world of
self-publishing is very much alive and
well. Well-published authors, and those
just setting out, are realising that they
can be intimately involved in what
happens to every aspect of their book.”
There are standards and limits. “I will
not undertake a book where the author

“

We are at a stage where small,
independent publishers are
slowly entering the market
again, filling the holes
left by the multinationals
and their accountant– and
marketing-driven publishing
practices.

”
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Quentin Wilson’s marketing tool (Facebook)
and first publication under new imprint.

will not agree to its being edited by a
professional book editor and, at the end,
proofed by a professional proofreader.”
Wilson commissions such work from
several of New Zealand’s top editors and
proofreaders, and also works with other
designers when the need arises to ensure
the best possible look for any given book.
Bringing 32 years in book publishing
and “all its potential black holes and
wide-open galaxies to bear”, Wilson’s
publishing philosophy is built on many
years of learning and understanding
that a book can last almost forever.
“And that it must be the very best that
it can possibly be in every way in order
to do justice to both the author of the
work and the reader.”
To achieve that, Wilson works with
the author to produce the best quality
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publication possible.
guiding the author through the journey
Considering the groundswell of local
of book design, if required, assessment,
self-publishing, Wilson comments: “In
editing, proofreading, publicity and
the near future, I see only an increasing
distribution. “We recommend all
number of such self-driven and
writers learn the craft of writing and
self-funded publications. Though I
we promote this on our website. If they
suspect that this may change again in
do not get picked up by a mainstream
the future.” Adding that he believes “we
publisher, then we are an outlet to go
are at a stage where
to market on their own.
small,
independent
We have had authors
publishers are slowly
get picked up after they
entering the market
have produced their first
again, filling the holes
print run, which is very
left by the multinationals
exciting.”
and their accountant–
YourBooks works with
and marketing-driven
all genres, and have been
publishing practices.”
offering their current
Many may initially
services for the last seven
seek financial assistance
years. “We see a lot of
from their authors at one
family histories, self-help
level or another, and
books that relate to the
some small publishers
author’s business, poetry,
are using a model in
non-fiction and fiction,
It is simply the best along with our traditional
which the author and
time ever to be an
publisher share the cost.
publishers’ print work
“Self-publishing has
author.”
and educational books
been the way through
for learning institutions.
the current situation in
“Due
to
more
recent years and I firmly
exposure, we are busier
believe there will always be a place for it
than ever,” notes Borra.
in future, and for so many different and
Previously, an average first print run
mostly very sound reasons, just as it was
might have been 1000 to 2000 copies,
in the past – in the days, for example, of
but due to digital technology, that may
the Brontë sisters, Thomas Hardy, James
now be as low as 20, though for
Joyce, D.H. Lawrence, Beatrix Potter,
YourBooks the average is around 300.
Oscar Wilde, Virginia Woolf, and even
“New technology has allowed smaller,
Margaret Atwood among many other
more cost-effective print runs that make
now-famous names who started out
the risk more attractive,” says Borra.
self-publishing their work.”
Along with an increase in the number
of authors wanting to go it alone, Borra
hristine Borra, consultant at
says that bookstores and distributors are
YourBooks, offers potential
not so suspect of indie publishers as they
authors a road map of the risks
have been in the past – though she adds
and processes towards publication,

“
”

C
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THE NEW ZEALAND

SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NZ INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

CompleteMS
Full Manuscript
Assessment
OPENS
1 MARCH 2019
This programme
provides writers with
essential critical
feedback on an
advanced work, moving
it closer to publication.
Manuscripts should
be at 2nd or 3rd draft
stage in any genre – the
emphasis being on a
completed work that
requires the objective
view of an experienced
assessor to provide
constructive critiquing
and suggestions for
improvement.
A selection panel will
choose successful
projects that will be
matched with an
assessor specialising in
that genre.

Deadline:
4pm 28 May 2019
To find out more and
apply go to

authors.org.nz or
email

office@nzauthors.org.nz
With the support of
Creative New Zealand

“

We are developing author’s
pages that are transactional
so authors can sell their books
without the hassle and expense
of building their own website.

”

the proviso that, “As long as they have the same
checks and balances as a traditional publisher, and
a strong marketing plan behind them.”
Recent authors who have obtained commercial
success have all been through either industryrecognised creative writing courses or manuscript
assessment, and often robust editing. They also
have employed commercial book designers via
YourBooks Design or their own designer of
choice, and most have employed a publicist. With
a well-written and designed book in hand, this
has enabled authors to be taken on by a distributor.
YourBooks printed over 778 titles during 2018
– over 155,000 books, including resource books
and work for mainstream publishers. Seventy per
cent represents existing clients, while the rest is
new business: authors and/or publishers coming
on line. All of their business is conducted through
an online website.
“Once a client is up and running,” explains
Borra, “they manage their own quotes and books/
jobs (with support); this is also an archival system.
We are developing author’s pages that are
transactional so authors can sell their books
without the hassle and expense of building their
own website.”
Borra echoes Egan-Reid and Wilson: “As long
as they follow the traditional process of having
creative writing skills and a great book, script
assessment, top notch editing and promotion of
their books, self-publishing doesn’t have to cut
corners or be a lesser book these days.
“It is simply the best time ever to be an author.” n
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“I’ve written

A BOOK”

Jenny Nagle offers some good advice on the nitty-gritty of publishing,
promoting and distributing your own book.
n

– Good morning, Society of Authors.
– I’m ringing because I’ve written a book and want to know what to do now?
– Are you a member?
– No. But I just need the name of a publisher. My neighbour has read it and said I
shouldn’t change a thing. I might need someone to check the spelling and grammar.
– We do have a list of assessors and editors on our website. We recommend
getting professional feedback on your manuscript first. Then you can decide
the best way to proceed.
– I don’t need an assessor. I went to a workshop at the British Library! My sister has
already done the cover.
What happens at the end of the blood,
sweat and tears of writing a book
remains a mystery to many writers.
NZSA knows that 32 per cent of our
members self-publish in either book
and/or digital form each year. We have
variations of the above conversation
every week. As a membership
organisation, advice is a benefit of
membership, along with many other
reasons to join NZSA.
How to sell and promote your book
follows the same principles whether you
are releasing the book yourself, or via a
traditional publisher. Don’t leave it to
the end of the writing process. Get
quality, professional advice as you write.
Write and rewrite, and don’t be afraid to
‘kill off your darlings’.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Create a website and build your
profile and CV as a writer. Ensure
followers can sign up to your site and a
newsletter. You are your own brand and
writers need to invest in marketing as
you establish a career, and create an
author persona.
If you have written a book and want to
know what to do next, here’s a good start:
1. Join NZSA and a local writing group and
get regular feedback on your writing.
Take a creative writing course to
ensure your work is the best it can be.
Use NZSA programmes to work with
a professional writer to progress your
manuscript at each stage of your
career. Enter competitions – flash
fiction, poetry, short stories – and
begin to build a literary CV.
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2. Think about how to sell and market your
book (before it is finished, before it is
printed, before it is designed). How
many words are a standard
manuscript length for the genre?
Who is the target market? Research
other book jackets. Talk to retailers
about what works. Read all you can in
your chosen genre.
3. Send your manuscript to a manuscript
assessor. Get your manuscript
professionally edited and proofread.
Once a manuscript is complete, think
about format. Target publishers in
your genre and find their instructions
to submit. Publishers will want to
know about you, your website, your
social media presence. Practise a
pitch for your book: unlike a synopsis,
a pitch captures the essence of the
story and the selling points that will
make this title stand out to a publisher
and their marketing team.

that as an eps or pdf file for your
designer. Load the title, ISBN, price
and release date, and distributor into
both global databases: Bowker and
Nielsen – this can be done through
their online portals. All retailers use
one of these two systems.
6. Be prepared to sell yourself and your book.
If you have produced a book it is best
to have a distributor and/or sales agent
to present your titles to bookshops,
library suppliers and chains.
Whitcoulls head office looks at new
titles four months ahead of release.
Booksellers will want to know your
marketing plan to assess how many
copies they want on their shelf.
There are a range of local distributors,
such as Bateman, Book Reps and
South Pacific Books, who may take
your book. Their reps will subscribe
your book three to four months
ahead of release. Printing locally can
be a boon as you can fine-tune your
print run to the stock quantity
required
for
initial
release.
Distributors will usually take your
book on a commission basis,
warehouse it and pay you the net
sales value, less their commission,
60-90 days following the month of
release. They will need an ATI
(advance title information sheet),
sample chapter and jacket artwork as
a minimum to sell your book.
Children’s books and illustrated
non-fiction require samples.

4. Nothing is more important than the
jacket, the blurb and the overall design of
the book. Invest in design. Classic
traps for self-publishers: ensure the
layout of the book has enough white
space in the ‘gutter’ between pages,
and properly lay out the title page and
bibliographic information. Don’t
print on the inside covers; instead,
increase the page count. The book
must look professional if you want a
retailer to stock it.
5. Each book must have a barcode and
ISBN to scan and sell at retail. The
National Library will issue ISBNs to
publishers and writers. Companies
like Barcode Technologies produce
the barcode from the ISBN and supply
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

7. Price your book right for its market.
Many traditional publishers print far
fewer of a new title so seek advice
about the right quantity to print in
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this small market. Build into the
recommended retail price (RRP) the
required margin for retailers,
including GST, a distributors/sales
agent commission, the cost of
production, design and editing,
review copies and the cost of a
freelance publicist if you are not
handling the publicity yourself. The
retail price must include a minimum
of 40 per cent discount for a retailer.
If you are distributing and selling
yourself, you will still need a retail
margin and GST receipt for
purchasers.
8. Talk to New Zealand print-on-demand
printers such as YourBooks, Wickliffe,
Copy Press and others who will
advise on formats, design and
pricing. Get quotes, shop around. To
print in Asia is half the cost, but
usually the minimum print run is
1000 copies. There are some formats,
such as board books, that are not
cost-effective to print in New Zealand.

working on other titles. To ensure
ongoing coverage, offer yourself for
local events, to writers’ festivals,
conferences and if appropriate,
ensure your book is submitted to
awards. There are freelance publicists
who can assist self-publishing
authors and we recommend Penny
Hartill and Lighthouse as book trade
specialists and they should be
contacted six months prepublication.
10. An array of providers exist beyond
traditional publishers and print-ondemand presses: digital platforms such
as IngramSpark, Amazon and
BookBaby assist self-publishing if
you do not want to do it yourself. It is
easier than you think to load an
ebook onto Amazon.
There are local and international
companies who will share the cost of
editing, production and design if
you pay for the printing; publishing
collectives such as Cold Hub and
The Cuba Press with cost-sharing
and crowd-funding enterprises.
These are good options for beginning
writers and for poetry collections
or chapbooks.

9. Begin to promote your book three to six
months out from release. This includes
getting copies to long lead media (that
is, glossy magazines or literary pages
that may want an excerpt to tie in with
publication). One month before
publication send out review copies
and a media release offering author
interviews to media: to book review
pages
in
magazine/newspapers,
online review sites, appropriate radio/
TV shows and specialist publications
or organisations.
A traditional publisher will do this
launch media for you, but the next
month their publicity teams will be
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

There are some international
companies that are on a Writers
Beware list – Google that US list if
you receive a contract from an
international company. And if you
are an NZSA member, remember to
send in your contract for free advice.
n

Please note: This information is reported
from standard industry practice and may
vary in certain instances.
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New Zealand Books

IN SCHOOLS
Susan Battye considers the stumbling blocks of New Zealand
long-form texts being used in the NCEA curriculum.
n

T

he New Zealand Book Council, in their 2018 reading survey,
recently reported that, “Four hundred thousand New
Zealanders did not read a book in 2017” and that 40 per cent
of us operate below the level of literacy needed for day-to-day
life. In order to reverse this trend, the frequent reading of
long-form New Zealand literature needs to become an essential part of
young people’s lives. Long-form reading supports positive mental health,
a sense of well-being and belonging and increases a student’s chances of
academic success.
New Zealand authors of children’s and young adult (YA) literature are
no doubt aware that there are a number of gatekeepers to bear in mind
when authoring books, namely;
parents, librarians, teachers, Heads
of English and school principals.
Self-published writers, who
make up almost a third of
NZSA membership, find
book promotion in this
environment to be
especially difficult.

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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While one lucky group of New
Zealand authors and illustrators works
continuously for Wellington-based
educational publishing company, Lift
Education – publishing and supplying
School Journals to all primary schools –
many children’s and YA novel writers
face an uncertain future when it comes
to writing books for a living.
With regards to secondary schools, Jo
Morris, former president of the New
Zealand Association for the Teaching of
English (NZATE), says that, “The English
Head of Department (HoD) definitely has
the power to influence a department’s
commitment and desire to embrace New
Zealand literature – and content in
general. This can happen first through
buying decisions when (for example)
choosing texts for study, second through
modelling teaching practice which
embraces New Zealand perspectives and
third, through encouraging collaboration
and the sharing of ideas/resources
between members of the department
and, more broadly, through regional and
national associations.”
However, the absence of a dedicated
English subject advisory service means
that English HoDs tend to rely on
peer-to-peer advice when it comes to
choosing set texts. A lack of literary
reviews and critical analysis on a given
text may undermine purchasing
decisions, no matter how confident the
HoD is in their own judgement.
Although English teachers want their
students to ‘read widely’, complex NCEA
assessment requirements and school
budget considerations tend to support
the purchase of a few ‘well-known’ works,
frequently foreign in origin, the content
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

of which is perceived to be ‘safe’ for
principals, parents and students alike.
The purchase of New Zealand-authored
texts may diminish across the NCEA
levels where ‘classics’ become popular.
Playmarket reports that, while a set
list of stage plays linked to NCEA has
resulted in strong sales of New Zealand
play texts to Drama departments, the
same
cannot
be
said
for
English Departments.
In addition, students sometimes
refuse to accept a teacher’s or librarian’s
advice about a text’s suitability re NCEA
level requirements or protest that they
have ‘already’ read their one (and only)
long-form book for the year! NCEA
examiners also frequently comment on
the lack of recently published New
Zealand
literature
in
external
examination scripts.
However, our highly qualified school
librarians strongly support the purchase
of New Zealand authored and illustrated
books. Primary school librarians
frequently buy all of the books
shortlisted on the Children and Young
Adults New Zealand Book Awards list.
And secondary school librarians will
bravely plead with principals for the
purchase of individual titles to meet
required learning outcomes.
Wellington High School English
teacher, Jan Clothier, says that, “The
chances of attracting qualified people to
the job of being a school librarian are
very limited when the pay and
conditions are so poor compared to
what they could get elsewhere. Many
schools opt for a gatekeeper and not a
librarian, that is, someone to tidy the
shelves and do the issuing and returning.
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“

The chances of attracting
qualified people to the job of
being a school librarian are
very limited when the pay and
conditions are so poor...

”

These visible circulation duties do not
make a librarian and do not make for a
fully
functioning
reading
and
information centre. But that is what the
pay and conditions encourage.”
Clothier adds, “There is no centralised
decision-making regarding the school
librarian’s purpose, position in the
school and staffing.”
Schools can apparently do what they
like with the library space. It would be
hard for a librarian to engage a reluctant
reader in the process of finding an
appropriate age and NCEA level related
book in a noisy, crowded environment
where the books themselves have
become devalued.
Some would regard a dwindling of the
purchase of New Zealand authored
books for use in schools as ‘inevitable’
in
the
current
online-focused
environment, yet on the other hand, it is
possible to see this situation as either a
form of foreign acculturation or cultural
cringe. By way of contrast, in Australia
the New South Wales Board of Studies
and the Australian Curriculum website
offer extensive, annually reviewed lists
of Suggested Texts, which incidentally
include New Zealand authored texts, for
use in primary and secondary schools.
Rather than leaving the business of
book purchasing entirely to chance,
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

perhaps it is time for the New Zealand
Ministry of Education to provide, in
consultation with educators, authors,
illustrators and publishers, an annually
reviewed and updated ‘Suggested Texts
List’ for use in schools. Such a list need
not be prescriptive but would certainly
aid New Zealand’s authors, illustrators
and publishers to play a role in
supporting teachers with more surety.
In addition the Ministry of Education
needs to closely examine the amount of
budgeted money that is currently being
made available within schools specifically for the purchase of New Zealand
literature.
Creative New Zealand (CNZ) noted
in its 2017/2018 annual report that an
astonishing 91 per cent of young New
Zealanders want to be involved in the
arts and that, “Schools are major
drivers of young people’s involvement
in the literary arts.” An arts strategy
for young New Zealanders is soon to
be developed in partnership with
other government agencies.
The Book Council supports teachers
to bring writers into schools and
promotes Storylines events. However, in
the 2017/2018 period, only four CNZ
grants were provided for writing or
illustrating a children’s book and three
for YA fiction.
Hopefully, the strategy will include
representatives from the Ministry of
Education, the Book Council, NZSA,
Publishers Association and NZATE.
Increasing CNZ’s budget to support more
book publishing and asking the Ministry
of Education to directly support librarians
to do their job in a suitable library space
would be a good place to start! n
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A BOOK THAT

Kicked My Ass
Jackson C. Payne offers a personal take on the impact that reading can have.
n

T

he boy sat in the corner
of the school library, legs
crossed in an adult kind of
way the other kids teased
him about, though he
seemed not to hear their taunts. His
thumb and forefinger pulled at his chin
in concentration, in his other hand was
a book, and whatever was inside was all
that mattered to him. I had raced to the
library when my primary school teacher
said it was time, her calls for me to slow
down fading as I tried my best to get
ahead of my classmates, to get one of just
a few Asterix comics; it was important to
avoid the boring chapter books I would
otherwise have to pretend to read. I got
there in time to snatch the last Asterix
and sank into a beanbag. When I peeked
over to the other side of the room to
that kid, I saw he was transported. I
didn’t get it, but knew I was missing out
on something.
Recently, before writing each morning,
I’ve been watching videos on the internet
of American essayist George Saunders’
writing advice. In a 2011 video, he sits
on a blue chair surrounded by a group of
postgrad writing students, young and
unsure of themselves. His hair is cut a
little shorter than usual, highlighting his
baldness and making him look a lot
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

older than he does now. He’s chewing
gum and glances around the group with
a slight smile before he gets to the point.
“If we all think back to the first book
we read that kicked our ass, you realise
that influence is not linear.
“You might have ninety million people
watching Everybody Loves Raymond but it’s
like duck shit; it comes in and goes out.
No offence Raymond. But basically all of
us … you wouldn’t be here if you hadn’t
had a handful of experiences where a
book got into your head and your heart
and changed everything, changed the
way the world looked.”
It might sound to some that Saunders
is being romantic but research backs
him up. A 2014 study from Bunce and
Stansfield* found, “An individual’s
habits and experiences of reading
fictional stories have implications
beyond the realms of ‘make-believe’ and
fantasy. They are associated with how
people understand the minds of those
encountered in the real world, and
motivation to help those in distress.”
In other words, reading fiction can
make you a better person. That is a
powerful thing.
83,273,000.
That’s how many books of fiction were
read in New Zealand in 2018. According
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to the Book Council survey on reading,
80 per cent of adults in this country read
fiction last year. But what that really
means is a fifth of people did not. And
while 95 per cent used the internet each
week, a mere 60 per cent read. Startling,
yes, but I have sympathy for these people.
Like most parents, my mum threatened
to send me to boarding school, however,
she actually followed through. In 2000 I
arrived at a boarding house in the South
Island with my skateboard and my Ice
Cube CDs. The halls smelt like liniment
oil and the carpet was scuffed from 1000
pairs of rugby boots. Unlike the small
North Island town I was from,
skateboarding and rap music were not
cool, nor were scrawny kids who couldn’t
kick a rugby ball. By my second term I
lay in bed after lights out while the nine
other kids in my dorm chanted “Jackson’s
gay.” The son of a former All Black
opened the fire hose on me each morning
while I showered. I was put in a laundry
sack and beaten up.
At this time my English teacher
assigned us Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest. On the cover the grainy

still of Jack Nicholson from the movie
adaptation made me think it was just
another out-of-touch suggestion from a
teacher. But when I started to read I
experienced something I had never
previously felt: a deep and emotional
connection with characters who didn’t
exist but whose experiences were like
my own. In the protagonist Randle
McMurphy, the guy who didn’t fit in, I
saw myself; in the oppressive Nurse
Ratched there were my bullies; and when
I tried to picture the mental institution
in which the book was set, I just looked
around the room at my dormitory.
That book kicked my ass.
I thought of the kid from my primary
school.
So although reading and readers may
be on the decline, be it because of
Everybody Loves Raymond or the internet
or a lack of time, the impact of books on
those who do read is unchanging and, I
believe, will remain unchanged. I think
Saunders sums it up best:
“[Reading] inspires your compassion
and your empathy and wakes you up in a
way only a novel can … or a short story.” n

*Bunce L., Stansfield J. (2014), ‘The Relationship Between Empathy and Reading Fiction:
Separate Roles for Cognitive and Affective Components’. Journal of European
Psychology Students.

Youth Mentor Programme 2019
OPENS 8 FEBRUARY 2019

The youth mentorships are aimed at encouraging senior students in creative
writing. There are 4 places available to Year 11, 12 and 13 students nationwide.
THE NEW ZEALAND

SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NZ INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

Each of the successful students will work alongside one of New Zealand’s bestknown authors in a 9-hour mentorship during Terms 2 and 3.
This is an exciting opportunity for young writers to work with an experienced
writing mentor and hone their skills.

To find out more and apply go to authors.org.nz or email office@nzauthors.org.nz

Deadline: applications to be received by NZSA by 4pm, 4 April 2019
With the support of

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Androgynous
READER
With the 2018 Book Council survey on reading in mind, which
found that males made up 69 per cent of those adults who did
not read a book in the past 12 months, we asked Graeme Lay to
give us a male take on reading across genders.

W

hen it comes to
reading
fiction,
I’m
thoroughly
bisexual.
Or
perhaps that should
read, asexual. I’m not sure of the correct
word for it, what I’m trying to say is
that I don’t choose my reading by the
author’s gender, I choose a book because
the author has proven to be
an accomplished, original
storyteller.
The first books I read were
written by a woman, one who
was the matchless mistress of
storytelling – Enid Blyton. Her
story series – firstly The
Faraway Tree, then The Secret
Seven and The Famous Five–
captivated me. To the extent that for
some years I refused to read books by
anyone except Enid. I became a Blyton
junkie. Until she started publishing
stories featuring that little twit Noddy
and his dim-witted companion, Big
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

n

Ears. For me, that was the end of Enid.
I then came to love the Just William
books penned by Richmal Crompton, a
series whose central character, William,
was a mischievous 11-year-old English
boy. I assumed from the author’s
male-sounding name that Richmal was
a man. When I later discovered that the
author of the Just William books was a

woman it disconcerted me a little,
because I thought the author had
deceived me by having me assume that
she was a he.
Then I went back to enjoying
Richmal’s entertaining stories. (Years
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later, when Pat Barker’s superb World
War One novels appeared, it was
thought by some readers that these were
the work of a man. Only men could
write war novels, many of Barker’s
readers wrongly presumed).
In my teens I swung violently towards
novels about adventure, exploration and
war, subjects that came to interest me
greatly. These were written exclusively
by men. Novels such as The Coral Island,
Treasure Island and Kidnapped, and of the
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

American frontier, like James Fenimore
Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans, a
nautical series by an Australian author,
J.E. Macdonnell ( Jim Brady, Leading
Seaman), and Norman Mailer’s The
Naked and the Dead – all transported me
to different eras and exotic places, an
appealing feature for a lad growing up in
provincial Taranaki.
Interestingly, they also foreshadowed
my much later interest in researching
and writing novels featuring the
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“

I discovered the short stories of Katherine Mansfield, Janet
Frame and Frank Sargeson. I reacted enthusiastically
to their stories because they included recognisably New
Zealand characters and settings. But again, the authors’
gender didn’t come into it; the story was everything.

”

seafaring lives of men like James Cook,
William Bligh and Fletcher Christian.
The novel Bhowani Junction (1954) by
John Masters was startlingly different
for a teenage boy reader because it
contained sex scenes, one, memorably,
set in a railway carriage. Enid Blyton’s
Moonface and Frannie never had sex,
nor did the Famous Five’s Dick, Julian,
Anne and George. Or if they did it was
never mentioned.
It’s worth noting that none of these
books were by New Zealanders. I never
realised that we had our own writers
until in the sixth form at Opunake High
I discovered the short stories of
Katherine Mansfield, Janet Frame and
Frank
Sargeson.
I
reacted
enthusiastically to their stories because
they included recognisably New Zealand
characters and settings. But again, the
authors’ gender didn’t come into it; the
story was everything.
At 16, I also discovered the novels of
Thomas Hardy, starting with Tess of the
D’Urbervilles. Tess Durbeyfield’s tragic
story moved me unforgettably. That the
heroine was created by a male author
didn’t matter, the fact that Hardy could
devise a female character who was
movingly real was all that counted.
Much later I wrote a novel trilogy for
young adults whose central character,

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Tuaine, was a teenage girl from the Cook
Islands. I realised then that successful
fiction writers must in a way be
transsexual, so that they are capable of
creating plausible male and female
characters.
So when it comes to choosing books,
I’m androgynous (yes, that’s the right
word), because to me the writer’s gender
is irrelevant.
On my bedside table I currently have
novels by Kate Atkinson, William Boyd,
Karyn Hay, Sally Rooney, Peter Carey
and Anita Shreve. I note too that my
wife’s book club’s reading list is also
gender mixed, at the moment featuring
novels by Chris Cleave, Alan Bennett,
Louis de Bernieres and John Boyne,
along with ones by Helen Dunmore,
Jane Harper, Anne Enright and Charlotte
Grimshaw. However, a friend who
belongs to an all-men’s club reports that
of the books currently on their reading
list, all are by male authors. That’s not
really surprising; it’s indisputable that
men and women have differing interests
and tastes in most things, including
reading.
What is most important is that in the
face of the many activities that compete
for our leisure time, reading books
remains very popular, for both girls and
boys, women and men.n
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MICHAEL KING

Writers Centre
The Michael King Writers Centre has revised their programme
structure, so we thought it was time to take a look.
n

I

n 2017 the Michael King Writers
Centre (MKWC) sent out a survey to
writers asking what sort of residency
length would best suit them and what
were the issues that prevented them
from applying for a residency. The
overall response was that as much as
writers would like a long residency
(three to six months), work and family
were the predominant issues holding
them back from applying.
In 2018 the Centre restructured their
programme, moving from four main
residencies per year to 15 in 2018. This
year sees 21 opportunities – four of
which will be University of Auckland

residencies, aligned to semesters –
offered to a diverse mix of writers:
historians, memoirists, essay writers,
fiction writers, poets and dramatists.
Residencies range from two to eight
weeks, and there are places for both
established and emerging writers. Four
of these are specifically for Pasifika and
Maori writers. Writer feedback has
overwhelmingly noted the importance
of getting away from everyday life.
“So far it has been very well received,”
comments Executive Director Jan
McEwen about the new programme,
“and writers are amazed at how much
work they are producing even in a two

ALL WRITERS - CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS!!!
Are you interested in submitting a piece to be considered for inclusion in a themed
anthology of writing on single parenthood? We want to read your take on ‘solo
parenting’ ~ whether enlightening, humorous or challenging ~ in the genre of your
choice: poetry, prose (creative non-fiction), or short or flash fiction.
ENTERTAIN US, SURPRISE US, PROVOKE US AND MOVE US WITH
YOUR CREATIVE WRITING ON THIS COMPELLING THEME.
PLEASE SUBMIT IN WORD FORMAT TO jen-b@xtra.co.nz ☛ by 31st May 2019
PROSE - MAX 3000 WORDS; POETRY - MAX 2 PAGES (NEGOTIABLE)
A SUBMISSION/READING FEE OF $30 IS REQUIRED PER ITEM:
KIWIBANK 38-9016-0287406-00
A PUBLISHER HAS BEEN CONFIRMED AND THE PROJECT
WILL GO TO PRESS THIS YEAR FOR RELEASE LATE 2019/EARLY 2020.
THE COLLECTION WILL BE EDITED BY PADDY RICHARDSON AND JCL PURCHASE.
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week residency. They find the
ambience of the house, the photos
displayed in the hallway of our
alumni, the writers’ studio cottage
in the garden, the view of the
garden and harbour, and the
isolation of the house on the
maunga, all play a part in making it
an inspiring and productive
residency.”
Based in the historic Signalman’s
House on the slopes of Takarunga
Mt Victoria in Devonport,
Auckland, the residency opened in
2005 and has since offered
residencies to around 56 New
Zealand writers, not including the
2019 intake.
Writers
selected
for
the
residencies
receive
free
accommodation at the MKWC, use
of the writers’ studio at the centre
and receive a stipend. Thanks to support
from Creative New Zealand and the
University of Auckland, stipends
ranging from $1200 to $6000 are paid
for each residency.
Additionally, for the past six years, the
MKWC Young Writers Programme has
provided opportunities for senior high
school students to be involved in writing
workshops with novelists, journalists,
lyricists, bloggers, short story writers,
poets, editors and comic book artists.
There is also a room for visiting
writers that continues to be very busy
and already has a 75 per cent booked
occupancy for the rest of the year.
“Writers share the lounge and kitchen
and most writers seem to enjoy having a
kindred spirit in the house during their
breaks from writing,” says McEwan.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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These visitors are predominantly New
Zealand writers wishing to get away
from their home to work or to finish a
specific project, but the Centre also
takes international bookings.
Residency applications open around
August/September of each year, and are
chosen by a selection committee made
up of MKWC trustees. In 2019, the list
of successful writers includes Makereta
Brown, Philippa Werry, Murray
Edmond, Fiona Samuels, Steve Toussaint
and Mariana Isara. The recipients of the
Māori writers’ residencies are Colleen
Maria Lenihan and Jade Kake.
Rachel O’Neill was the first 2019
recipient, in early January, sharing the
house with Lucie Rivet, a French writer
living in Governors Bay who is
co-writing a book with her sister who is
based in France. n
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A Holistic Perspective
In the lead-up to this year’s Ashton Wylie awards, it is timely to consider
the last three winners of the book award.
n

2018 WINNER:
Architecture and Theology: The Art of
Place by Murray Rae (Baylor University
Press). The title looks at the dynamic
relationship between art and theology, and
investigates how the art forms engaged in
the construction of our built environment
relate to Christian faith. Through
Brutalism, Modernism and to today’s
shoddy constructions with a focus almost
entirely on how much revenue can be
obtained
from
increasingly
ugly
constructions, Rae states “this is a crisis of
the human habitat.”
Rae is a Dunedin-based architect who
completed his PhD in theology at King’s
College, London, and is Professor of
Theology at Otago University.
2017 WINNER:
Twenty-one-Elephants: Leaving Religion
for the Reckless Way of Jesus by Scottie
Reeve. After coming to faith in the
middle-class northern suburbs of
Wellington, a chance meeting found Reeve
exposed to another side of living in the city
he had known his whole life. Immersed in
stories of addiction, violence and pain,
Scottie found that his faith wasn’t big
enough for the questions before him.
Twenty-one-Elephants
is
about
a
“whole-of-life spirituality that messes with
our relationships, reputation, families,
money and living situations. It’s about the
darkness of our world and the darkness
within. It’s about the joy and the grief of
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

embracing the reckless way of Jesus.”
Reeve is an ordained priest in the
Anglican Church and a social entrepreneur,
having launched espresso bars in
downtown Wellington which exist for the
purpose of employing young people into
their first jobs. He leads Blueprint Church
with his wife Anna.
2016 WINNER:
The Paranormal – is Normal! by Alastair
Scott-Hill (Copy Press). The title explores
a scientific basis for proof of God,
reincarnation and the paranormal, using
documented science experiments as the
basis for investigations into reincarnation,
the paranormal and the possibility of an
afterlife. The book gives scientific support
to those who believe in a creator, an
afterlife, psychics, mediums and the
paranormal. It also embraces other big
questions in life such as whether the
mind, soul and senses can likely survive
death; evolution – scientifically fact or
fiction; and whether a timeless afterlife
existence is scientifically plausible.
Scott-Hill is a retired engineer based in
Nelson and spent his 35-year career in
communication technology, mainly with
Telecom NZ, designing national telephone
exchanges
and
telecommunication
networks. He designed the first Telecom
online nationwide supply computer system.n
Since the awards were established in 2004, the
Trust has donated more than $250,000 in prize
money to winners.
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Mind Body Spirit BOOK AWARDS CALL FOR ENTRIES

Are you a writer
with a holistic view
of the universe?
Do your words express expanded
awareness or enlightenment?

Turn your inspiring words into winning words.
Entries now open for the 2019 Ashton Wylie
Charitable Trust Literary Awards.
Published and Unpublished work is recognised
in two seperate and prestigious categories:
ASHTON WYLIE CHARITABLE TRUST
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT AWARD 2019
$10,000 single award. Entries close 31 March 2019.

ASHTON WYLIE CHARITABLE TRUST BOOK AWARD 2019
$10,000 single award for a book published between 1 April 2018
and 31 March 2019. Entries close 31 March 2019.

For details and entry forms visit: bookawards.awct.org.nz
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Millions of Niches
Janet Charman offers a new take on the roles of the reviewer and the reviewee.
n

W

hen I pull a literary journal
out of my bookshelves,
without looking at the
list of contents I can instantly tell if
it contains a review of one of my own
poetry collections. I do this by seeing
if the volume falls open when balanced
in the palm of my hand. That is what
we did when looking for the dirty bits
in novels when we were teenagers. How
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

embarrassing to realise that I’ve now
revisited the reviewer estimations of my
work – joyous or humiliating – so many
times the books themselves remember
what I come to see.
Positive reviews are catnip to writers,
so it was a few years before it occurred to
me that if I roll around purring over
favourable comments, I also have to
swallow the hostile ones. But I’ve also
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had the experience of going back to a
critique I remember as excoriating, only
to find it rather well reasoned. Likewise,
some remarks I once gloried in as
exuberant praise, now read as simple
affirmations. What could account for my
altered perspective? Perhaps I’ve
experienced a reduction in my aesthetic
anxiety? The theorist Bracha Ettinger
suggests that:
Aesthetic anxiety weaves a screen of
transparent
paranoia
so
easily
rationalised as a critical approach when
positions of subjects versus objects are
erected. Such is the working of the
phallic gaze.

Reflecting on this assertion I have no
doubt that when reading reviews of my
own work I have been susceptible to
paranoia. And also when I’ve written
reviews about the work of ‘others’ … but
at least now I am on the alert for this
discomforting state of mind.
As a particular instance of my own
rationalisation of aesthetic anxiety, I can
point to a review I wrote over two
decades ago, of the Australian poet
Louise Crisp’s 1994 collection Pearl &
Sea Fed (Hazard Press). I don’t recall
which journal published my remarks
and I’ve lost my copy of them, but it has
never ceased to weigh on my conscience
that my lukewarm response to Crisp’s
collection fell far short of recognising
the lasting power of her accomplishment.
Why did I underrate her achievement?
I was reviewing her book in tandem
with David Herkt’s wonderful collection
The Body of Man. My internalisation of
the phallic gaze saw me quite
unnecessarily privilege his text over
hers. You might say that Herkt’s work
became my subject; Crisp’s work became
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

“

Reflecting on this assertion
I have no doubt that when
reading reviews of my own
work I have been susceptible
to paranoia. And also when
I’ve written reviews about the
work of ‘others’ … but at least
now I am on the alert for this
discomforting state of mind.

”

my object. My critical paranoia towards
Louise
Crisp’s
woman-identified
collection enacted the either/or binaries
of patriarchy in which there is an
assumption that as an artist you either
have ‘it’ or you don’t. In my review I
withheld a full acknowledgement of the
very different artistry of both writers.
This was a critical failing in which I am
not alone.
The binaries of what Ettinger calls ‘the
phallic gaze’ are also clearly evident
internationally, in statistics that reveal
the famous journals and magazines that
have historically given preferential
treatment to men. Here is a relevant
extract on that topic from Magma Poetry,
the UK blog of Rob Mackenzie:
Statistics compiled by VIDA, an
organisation representing women in the
literary arts, appear to show gross
imbalance between men and women in
leading literary magazines and
newspapers. They publish far more
poems by men than women, far more
reviews of books by men than by
women, and a large majority of
reviewers are men. The statistics show
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an even greater imbalance than I would
have suspected. In 2010, the London
Review of Books, for example, used 168
male reviewers and 47 women, and
reviewed books by 195 men and only 68
women. The Times Literary Supplement
(TLS) used 900 male book reviewers
and 341 female, reviewing 1036 books
by men and only 330 by women. A TLS
editor defended its record by saying:
“I’m not too appalled by our figure, as
I’d be very surprised if the authorship of
published books was 50/50. And while
women are heavy readers, we know they
are heavy readers of the kind of fiction
that is not likely to be reviewed in the
pages of the TLS. The TLS is only
interested in getting the best reviews of
the most important books.”
According to the TLS , then, it’s to do
with ‘best’ and ‘most important’. These,
apparently, are not the books women
read, and the best reviews are those
written (mainly) by men. (1)

Rob Mackenzie’s remarks testify to
the stifling of the careers and reputations
of a particular cohort of women artists.
Their critical erasure has curtailed the
role models and literary resources
accessible to emerging new generations
of writing talent – of whatever gender.
So the effects of this paranoid sexual
repression still persist. Thankfully the
VIDA statistics just out do show
improvement for 2017.(2) I’d dearly love
to know our local numbers. I suspect
(and hope) they are more equitable.
But because most people are now
citizens of the digital world, the
historical precedence given to male
writers internationally, in terms of both
reviews and journal publication, still
greatly affects us here. In just one
example, Creative New Zealand uses
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

“

I’ve learned to accept
rejections and move on, by
reworking a manuscript
and/or sending it to another
publisher.

”

international critical notices as a criteria
for certain funding.
That said, today additional reviewing
happens in virtual spaces where ‘likes’
and ‘friends’ and ‘rotten tomatoes’ are
gradually encroaching on the privilege
and prejudices historically upheld by
the elite journals of literary record. But
as misogynist trolling shows, the phallic
gaze can be as prevalent in informal
forums as prestigious ones. Gatekeeping
critics still feel entitled to usher some
creative work into the canon, while
exiling ‘other’ texts to the literary
wilderness.
At the same time, millions of niches
do exist in which an artist may find an
audience and roost among their own
kind in virtual perpetuity. Their work
may then filter into border-linked
habitats in diverse locations just a click
away and so gain undeniable
cultural influence. n
(1) https://magmapoetry.com/are-literarypublications-biased-against-women/
comment-page-1/
(2) http://www.vidaweb.org/the-2017vida-count/
Work Cited
Ettinger, Bracha, (2009) ‘Fragilization and
Resistance’, Studies in the Maternal, www.
mamsie.bbk.ac.uk
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Magic Synergy
Writers Cath Mayo and David Hair discuss their new modus operandi.
n

NZ Author: You have a new collaborative
series: tell us more?
Cath Mayo: Over the last two years,
David Hair and I have been co-writing
an adult fantasy series, Olympus, set in
Ancient Greece. The first three books
have been picked up by Canelo (UK)
with the initial book, Athena’s Champion,
just released last November, the second
one in its final editing stages and the
third in an initial draft. And we’ve got
three more books at the storyboard
stage. So we’ve gone through much of
the initial brainstorming and are
building up detailed storyboards for
these which will progress on into even
more detailed chapter plans.
David Hair: They’re fast-moving
fantasy adventure stories, solidly
grounded in Greek mythology and the
known (and speculated) history of the
Trojan War period, and are a prequel to
the Iliad and Odyssey. We hope they’ll
appeal to fantasy fans, historical fiction
fans and anyone who likes a rollicking
good read – with a unique take on the
whole ‘gods’ thing. Our protagonist is
Odysseus, the coolest and cleverest of
all the Greek heroes.
NZA: What persuaded you to work
together on this project?
CM: David and I met at a Storylines
weekend a few years ago, and formed a
bond over writing in general and our
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

“

My knowledge of Greek
mythology was much less than
Cath’s though, so I suggested
we work together – and lo and
behold, she’d been thinking
something similar.

”

mutual interest in Ancient Greece. We
kept in touch, shared dinners and
generally became friends.
DH: Cath had already written two YA
novels starring a young Odysseus. When
we met, I was intrigued – my degree was
partly in Greek Classics, so I knew the
basic stories. I liked the idea of a slightly
older (early 20s) Odysseus, having
adventures
that
established
his
reputation as the wiliest of the Greek
heroes. My knowledge of Greek
mythology was much less than Cath’s
though, so I suggested we work together
– and lo and behold, she’d been thinking
something similar.
NZA: How did the collaborative
process work?
CM: Neither of us had ever collaborated
as writers before. Though we’re both
used to being peer-critiqued and
edited, the act of creation had been a
solo one, performed behind closed
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David Hair with son Brendan (left)

doors. So this was a big change of
mentality for both of us.
DH: Absolutely. Initially I found it
nervewracking, but we spent a lot of
time talking, searching out the required
commonality of vision over how the
story would feel, how the gods and
magic would work, and how the plot
would progress. At the time, I was living
in Bangkok while Cath was in Auckland.
CM: We’re seldom in the same room, so
there are a lot of Skype conversations,
and many ‘concept documents’, to
ensure we agree on the important stuff.
In the research process, certain tasks
tend to gravitate to one or the other of
us, though there are no boundaries and
no set rules.
DH: We’ve pulled together a timetable
of our version of the ‘true’ events of the
years leading up to the Trojan War,
we’ve sketched maps, we’ve researched
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

extensively, then brainstormed all
manner of ideas and fitted them
together like a jigsaw. It’s brilliant fun,
in a nerdy way.
NZA: What about the writing part?
CM: We’ve had to find our own way of
working. The most common form a
collaborative novel takes is for each
author to write their own main character,
interspersing separate narrations in a
‘Dueling Banjos’ kind of way. But that
wasn’t going to work for us – we’re telling
our story in the first person, with one
main character and one point of view.
DH: We had to develop our own modus
operandi, mostly based on circumstance.
I’m a full-time writer, while Cath has a
business to run, so it was natural at this
stage for me to do the first draft.
CM: Yes, that’s the way it’s worked out
– David is brilliant at getting the first
draft down; I’m a research freak, and I
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love character building, and the growth
and depth that come from rewriting.
DH: By ‘brilliant’, Cath actually means
‘David is like a thousand monkeys with
typewriters’ – I write fast, basically – I
have to because I have other projects on
the go: writer gotta eat. Then cool-headed
Cath brings the artistry, the analysis and
the ability to get facts right.
CM: We’re not saying it mightn’t work
the other way round one day …
DH: … But for now that’s how we roll.
CM: Crucially, we’ve found the same
voice. Either of us can chuck out or add
in any number of words – we’re both
pretty ruthless like that – but by the end
of the process, it feels seamless. I often
can’t remember which words or ideas
are David’s and which are mine.
NZA: How have you enjoyed the process
of working together?
DH: It’s been great, better than I’d
hoped. I think we both wanted to prove
our worth to the other, so we bring our
‘A’ game to the table. Sometimes the
synergy – especially in our Skype
conversations, where we brainstorm
ideas to solve narrative issues – is magic.
Problems get solved in left-field, brilliant
ways. I think we’re a strong team; at
least as good as the sum of our parts.
CM: It’s a lot like my old job as a fiddle
player in a band – while I’d be
improvising a solo, I’d also be constantly
reacting to what the other players were
doing, with all of us working our butts
off to make the whole song sound as
good as it could be.
NZA: What’s next?
CM: Book Two, Oracle’s War, will come
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Cath Mayo

out in early 2019.
DH: Sacred Bride – Book 3 – will round
out the initial trilogy, but it’s far from the
end of the tale in our eyes. In an ideal
world (that’s one in which these books
sell by the truckload) we get to take the
narrative right up to the start of the
Trojan War, and maybe even give our
take on the Iliad and Odyssey. It’s all
planned out! n
Cath Mayo is an award-winning author of YA,
children’s and adult fiction. Much of her writing
is set in Ancient Greece, for which she has a
lifelong passion.
David Hair is an award-winning NZ fantasy
writer, the author of 22 published (or contracted
and soon to be published) novels, 11 of those YA.
His epic fantasy series The Moontide Quartet has
been translated into four non-English languages,
as well as spawning a sequel quartet. David has a
BA in History and Classical Studies, and has just
returned to New Zealand after living abroad.
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A Lurch of Faith
Being a published author is not always smooth sailing. David Hill considers
the troughs, peaks and baring of bosoms that goes with publication.
n

I

t was a writers’ tour, a fair few
years back. On the third or fourth
evening, we had a reading in
a small town. A well-organised
reading: some 30 people turned
up. Among them was a young
man who came in with his
lady. He stared unsmilingly
at us writers, then strode
to the second row of
chairs. She hurried
after him.
Things followed the
usual format: a short
reading from each of
us, then general
Q&A. We strolling
authors were in the
front row. I read, sat
down. The young guy,
still closed-faced, was
behind me. A few
seconds after I’d sat, a
finger
poked
my
shoulder.
I turned, and he
gestured at the table
where some of our
books were hopefully
on sale. “Which ones
are yours?”
The tone of his voice matched the
poke from his finger. Yet I mentioned
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two titles. He crossed to the table,
picked up one of my books, opened it,
tossed it back. He did the same with
books from the other writers. A few
minutes later, he strode from the
hall, his lady behind him with
her head down.
He was an aspiring local
novelist, the organiser told
us later. She hesitated; said
no more. Neither did we,
till we were in the minibus
next morning.
“He hated us,” one
voice said then, “So
much
resentment,”
went another.
“I felt really sorry for
him,” added a third.
By that day’s first
venue, we’d constructed
our scenario. The
young guy knew
we
were
published only
because
we
wrote
timid,
conciliatory,
establishmentstroking stuff,
while his own daring, original voice
went unacknowledged. Oh, and
because we sucked up to publishers –
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or slept with them.
“I should be so lucky,” an irreverent
voice muttered from the back seat.
We were fantasising? Or at the least,
exaggerating? I can only say that I’ve met
the same attitude on several other
occasions, though never quite so overtly.
You’re part of a cowardly elite, it asserts.
You push your own mediocre careers
while conspiring to block new voices.
I remembered that young guy recently
when in a coffee bar. A nice, supportive
person (NSP) said to me, “But you must
feel confident when you send something
away, surely?” I tried to persuade the
NSP otherwise, but doubt I succeeded.
The myth of an exclusive elite persists.
I get rejections all the time. Every
book/story/unsolicited piece I send off is
a leap of faith. Make that a lurch. I never
feel confident that anything I submit
will be accepted. And virtually every
rejection, no matter how gently phrased,
makes me feel that this is the end: I’ve
been found out; everything I’ve ever had
published before was a mixture of
fortune and fraud.
I don’t believe there is any elite with a
permanent guarantee of publication.
There are those currently in favour.
Those who’ve had a success which
means they’re looked at with interest for
a while. Those in whom decades of
application have built skills which raise
their chances of getting accepted. And
those who are lucky.
Because such a lot of being published
involves luck: the right work offered to
the right publisher at the right time. It’s
an aspect of writing which is hard to
explain to those outside the trade. We
bare our souls when we submit work.
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We bare our bosoms, too. (I’ve just heard
that writer friend from the back seat
mutter “I should be so lucky” again.)
“Stab me here,” we invite editors and
publishers. And it hurts when they do.
I feel for that young guy at the reading,
and the others I’ve met like him. I
recognise the desperation, the disbelief
that your words are never going to be
read by anyone else. They’re so dear to
you, those words: you’ve worked so hard
at them; they mean such a lot. How can
the world not yearn to see them?
There’s a great moment in Graeme
Lay’s first novel, The Mentor, when the
writer protagonist gets a rejection, and
vows to take revenge on an unappreciative world by never writing
anything again. Hands up those who
can relate to that.
I’d like to think the young man I
began with wouldn’t be quite so resentful
these days. Self-publishing has advanced
prodigiously, and left most of its silly
stigma behind. Co-operative, independent
and online publishing mean just about
everyone can feel the glow of getting
their words out there.
I reckon our collegiality as writers,
our sense of togetherness, comes from
failures as much as triumphs. We know
the same troughs and the occasional,
unpredictable peaks; know also that it is
worthwhile, because of the things we
make that nobody else has ever
made before.
So I commend your courage for
keeping going. And if you do happen to
know a publisher who’ll get you into
print if you sleep with them, then I’ve
got this writer friend who … n
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One Thousand Days
Lesley Marshall makes a plea on behalf of International PEN
and an innocent Turkish journalist.
n

T

urkey has the dubious honour of
imprisoning the highest number
of journalists in the world. This
month, the country has been a focus for
International PEN.
It takes courage to be a journalist in
Turkey. For the past two years the Turkish
authorities have inflicted a widespread
crackdown on those brave, independent
voices, making it incredibly difficult for
them to continue their work. The state of
emergency has at last been lifted, but
journalists are still regularly targeted.
On 5 February we marked a sad
anniversary of one of those journalists,
Nedim Türfent, who has now spent 1000
days in jail simply for doing his job. A
correspondent for the pro-Kurdish Dicle
News Agency that was closed down with
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an emergency decree, Türfent was
arrested on 12 May 2016.
Before he was imprisoned, Nedim
suffered from online harassment
campaigns, including death threats,
because he was reporting on military
operations against a group of Kurdish
workers that the authorities didn’t want
made public. When he continued
reporting on the operation, including
taking photographs of the workers being
handcuffed, made to lie on the ground and
threatened, the security services promised
retribution if he didn’t leave the area.
He refused to go, and was immediately
imprisoned, on trumped-up charges of
terrorism offences.
The next two years he spent in solitary
confinement as he waited for his trial,
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incarcerated in a four-metre-long cell
with no access to TV, radio, books or
newspapers. He said he was so bored he
was forced to read “the back of detergent
boxes” to pass the time. He was moved
several times to new prisons, but the
conditions remained inhumane. At
times, he suffered torture.
At one stage he wrote to his lawyers:
“As of today I’ve been locked up for 744
days. How easy it trips off the tongue.
Never mind, I am hopeful and I persevere.
You are the ones who make me resolute,
it is your solidarity that keeps me going.”
Once his trial opened, he was faced
with more difficulties because the venue
was 200 kilometres away from his prison.
Denied permission to attend, he had to
give his evidence by video conference,
but inexplicably the connections
frequently collapsed, and he also had
great difficulty giving evidence in his
own language. Twenty witnesses
submitted statements against him, but
tellingly 18 of those later retracted them,
saying they had been tortured.
Yet despite all those clear blocks to a
fair trial, in December just over a year ago
Türfent was sentenced to eight years and
nine months in prison. His response? As
soon as he got access to paper and pen he
started composing poetry, and he is also
now studying English, German and
Turkish inside his prison cell.
The response of International PEN?
They organised a subscription for him to
The Guardian that would be delivered
directly to his cell so he could keep in
touch with the outside world. They also
wrote a letter in protest to the Turkish
government and got it signed by PEN
members from all around the world –
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including by four New Zealanders. We all
hope that this letter will remind the
authorities that the eyes of the world are
taking note, and it will also remind
Nedim that he hasn’t been forgotten.
If you would like to reinforce this
message – that around the globe people
are watching, and that we care – please
send Nedim a postcard reminding him of
this. Share some poetry with him, or a
story that will make him smile, or just
bring some of our New Zealand beauty
into his dim cell. You could also feature
him as an empty chair at a Society of
Authors meeting, and take a photo for him
to see. Anything, so he doesn’t feel alone.
His address is:
Nedim Türfent
Van Yüksek Güvenlikli
Kapalı Ceza İnfaz Kurumu
˘ A53
Koguş
VAN, TURKEY
Oh, and please email me – editline@
xtra.co.nz – if you do write to him so I
can tell PEN headquarters about it; they
always like to know about any action
taken on behalf of their featured
prisoners. I hope to be able to give them a
long list of kind New Zealand writers
who have picked up their pens on behalf
of a suffering fellow writer.
In response to a solidarity letter sent
earlier this year by press freedom groups,
including PEN International, Nedim
Türfent wrote:
“I send my sincerest love and greetings
to all the organisations and individuals
who are organising a campaign for me
and who are continuing their efforts. As
long as you show this valuable solidarity,
hope will always continue to remain in
my heart.” n
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Apply now for our Master of
Creative Writing programme
The University of Auckland offers
New Zealand’s most diverse
and craft-intensive Master
of Creative Writing, taught
by award-winning writers
Paula Morris and Selina
Tusitala Marsh.
Our one-year full-time
programme of weekly
workshops and seminars
is for writers working on
a large-scale creative
project – a novel, short
story collection, full-length
work of creative nonfiction,
or poetry collection.
NEW from 2019: The MCW will
begin in July and end each June.
Apply by Monday 1 April 2019
www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/mcw
For more information on other
creative writing classes, visit:
www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/
creative-writing
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No responsibility can be accepted by
NZ Author for claims made in these
advertisements. Casual rates for up to
30 words $50 +GST or $35 +GST for
multiple bookings of 4 or more. Up to
70 words $90 +GST or $63 for multiple
bookings of 4 or more. 		
Payment with booking.

assessments is $190.

FRESH WORDS DAILY Rae McGregor
MA: Author and experienced creative
writing tutor. Assessments for fiction and
non-fiction. For a brochure: Apartment
307, 8 Sydenham Road, Mt Eden 1024,
Auckland (09) 630 4472 or email
mcgregors@xtra.co.nz Member NZAMA

GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING
CONSULTANT Highly experienced former
Penguin NZ publisher. I offer editing,
manuscript assessment, publishing
consultancy, self-publishing/ebook options.
Fiction and non-fiction. Member NZAMA.
Contact: geoffwbooks@gmail.com.

DIGITAL-FIRST PUBLISHING FOR
PRINT AND EBOOKS Self-publish with
full, expert support, from manuscript to
publication. Amazon publishing, print
on demand, custom ebook conversion
and online book marketing. Free,
no-obligation quote. Contact Martin Taylor,
selfpublishbooks.nz

NORMAN BILBROUGH MANUSCRIPT
ASSESSMENTS Experienced writer,
teacher and assessor of fiction (adult,
teenage and children’s) and non-fiction.
For brochure contact: 2/144 Mairangi
Rd., Wilton, Wellington. ph: 04 4726824
norman@msassess.com or:		
www.msassess.com/ Member NZAMA

SUE COPSEY, development and copy
editing. 20+ yrs in publishing: 4 yrs senior
editor at Dorling Kindersley UK, 15 yrs
project manager for Pearson NZ. Rates
tailored to indie budgets. 		
www.suecopsey.com
FREELANCE EDITOR Over 30 years
experience: general fiction, short stories,
thrillers, romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses, government
documents. References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres., RD9,
Whangarei 0179 Ph (09) 434-6814,
editline@xtra.co.nz. Member NZAMA.
ENTER THE FIELD OF WORDS Check
out the Field of Words self-paced,
online writing course, which covers the
fundamentals of short fiction, including
plot, structure, setting, characterisation,
theme, point of view, and more:
http://fieldofwords.com.au/emerging-writerscourse/
DRAMA ASSESSMENTS write to
Playmarket, Box 9767, Wellington, or
email info@playmarket.org.nz. The fee for
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MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS &
EDITING – SUE REIDY Very experienced
assessor of adult fiction, YA fiction and
memoirs. Published author of four works
of fiction (three books internationally
published). Contact: suereidy@gmail.com

GET PUBLISHED with Writes Hill Press.
Writer Julia Millen and editor/designer Lynn
Peck offer professional publishing services.
Contact: (04) 476 7370, 		
www.writeshillpress.co.nz, you can also
find us on Facebook.
PROOFREADER AND COPY EDITOR
Experienced, highly qualified and
competitively priced. 15% discount for
NZSA members. Contact me: patricia@
bellbirdwords.com or 021 048 0538. Visit
www.bellbirdwords.com to find out more.
PROOF-EDITING SERVICES Have you
finished writing your novel or collection
of short fiction? Does it need proofreading
and polishing before you submit it for
publication? The author of seven published
books, Barbara Unkovic holds a Master
of Creative Writing, certification from the
NZ Writers College in copy-editing and
proofreading and certification in fiction
editing from the Society of Editors and
Publishers (SFEP) in the UK. Email
barbaraunkovic@gmail.com
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NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NZ INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

NZSA is an association of more than 1500 writers working together to improve conditions
for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers everywhere whose freedom
of expression is endangered.
PRESIDENT OF HONOUR: Chris Else
PRESIDENT: Siobhan Harvey
NATIONAL BOARD DELEGATES
NORTHERN DISTRICTS: Susan Battye

info@dramamagic.com
CENTRAL DISTRICTS: Anna Mackenzie

amack@airnet.net.nz
WELLINGTON AND DISTRICTS:

Philippa Werry philippawerry@gmail.com
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN SOUTH ISLAND:

Ray Berard horseman@internet.co.nz
OTAGO/SOUTHLAND: Vanda Symon

vanda@orcon.net.nz
NORTHLAND
CHAIR Diana Menefy diana@braefern.co.nz
SECRETARY Karen Phillips

fillups@xtra.co.nz
Meets: 3rd Saturday of every month, except
for January. Venue changes monthly, contact
chairperson or secretary.
AUCKLAND BRANCH
CHAIR Brent Leslie
SECRETARY Thomas Ryan

thomasryanwriter@yahoo.com
MEETINGS SECRETARY Ann Russell
Meets: 1st Friday of the month. 6.15pm
Room WT1211, 12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr
Rutland and Wakefield Streets, Auckland.
HAMILTON BRANCH
CHAIR Peter Dornauf

peterandclare@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY Nicky Webber nicky@how.co.nz
Meets: 3rd Wednesday of the month, at
Creative Waikato, Garden Place, Hamilton.

CENTRAL DISTRICTS BRANCH
CHAIR Mary-Anne Scott

mary-annescott@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY Judith McKinnon
judithmckinnonhb@gmail.com
Meets: 4 times a year, usually Sunday pm.
Visitors welcome.
WELLINGTON BRANCH
CHAIR Jan Pryor

wellington@nzauthors.org.nz
SECRETARY Viv Ball
viviennemayball@gmail.com
Meets:Vic Books, 27 Lambton Quay,
Vic Books Pipitea, Wellington.
TOP OF THE SOUTH BRANCH
CHAIR Liz Mahoney

emj.stuttard@gmail.com
SECRETARY Jean Gorman
jlgormanz@gmail.com
Meets: monthly in Nelson and Blenheim.
Marlborough Hub meets monthly,
contact Dot Scott dotscot@kinect.co.nz
CANTERBURY BRANCH
CHAIR Amy Paulusson

amy.paulusson@gmail.com
SECRETARIES Jill McCaw
soaringnz@mccawmedia.co.nz
Michelle McConnochie
mcconnochies@hotmail.com
Meets: monthly. Check website for details.
OTAGO/SOUTHLAND BRANCH
CHAIR Donna Young/Rutherford

donnamrutherford@gmail.com
SECRETARY Jane Woodham
jwoodham7@gmail.com
Meets: 1st Monday of the month.

FOR DETAILS OF MEETINGS CONTACT THE BRANCH SECRETARY
CONSULTANCY SERVICE Contact the National Office. director@nzauthors.org.nz
REPRESENTATIVES
PEN NZ SPOKESPERSON Dana Wensley PhD PEN@nzauthors.org.nz
WIP CO-ORDINATOR Lesley Marshall editline@xtra.co.nz
COPYRIGHT LICENSING NEW ZEALAND Katherine Gordon and Dana Wensley

We also have representatives on WeCreate, the NZ Book Awards Trust Board, the PLR
Advisory Group, the Whitireia Polytechnic Advisory Committee, the Burns Fellowship
Selection Committee, Book Council Sector Steering Group, Public Lending Right
Advisory Group and the NorthTec Advisory Council.
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